
Year 4 Spelling-Unit 3-Tested Friday 25th October 

Spelling Pattern = Prefixes auto- (auto means self) 

   

Group 1 

Spelling Meaning  
autocue A device which projects an enlarged image of a script  

automobile Another name for a car 

autobiography A story of someone's life written by that person 

autograph A signature, especially that of a celebrity written as a memento  

automatic Something working by itself with little or no direct human control 

autopilot A device for automatically steering ships, aircraft, and spacecraft 

autobiographies More than one biography 

automatically Acting in a manner which is independent without human contact 

autocorrect Software that automatically makes corrections of grammar and 

spelling 

autofocus A device focusing a camera or other piece of equipment automatically 

automated Something operated with minimal human input 

autocracy A government where one person has power over others 

 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/automatically


Year 4 Spelling-Unit 3-Tested Friday 25th October 

Spelling Pattern = Prefixes auto- (auto means self)  

   

Group 2 

Spelling Meaning  
autocue A device which projects an enlarged image of a script  

automobile Another name for a car 

autobiography A story of someone's life written by that person 

autograph A signature, especially that of a celebrity written as a memento  

automatic Something working by itself with little or no direct human control 

autopilot A device for automatically steering ships, aircraft, and spacecraft 

autobiographies More than one biography 

automatically Acting in a manner which is independent without human contact 

autocorrect Software that automatically makes corrections of grammar and 

spelling 

autofocus A device focusing a camera or other piece of equipment automatically 

 

 

 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/automatically


Year 4 Spelling-Unit 3-Tested Friday 25th October 

Spelling Pattern = Prefixes auto- (auto means self)  

   

Group 3 

Spelling Meaning  
autocue A device which projects an enlarged image of a script  

automobile Another name for a car 

autobiography A story of someone's life written by that person 

autograph A signature, especially that of a celebrity written as a memento  

automatic Something working by itself with little or no direct human control 

autopilot A device for automatically steering ships, aircraft, and spacecraft 

 

 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/automatically

